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Length: 1 hour - Credits: 1 LU - HSW:  YES – IDCEC: YES
 
Description: The objective of this course is to provide design professionals with a thorough
understanding of the available motorized acoustically rated movable partitions used in interior
applications. (traditional, vertical stacking and vertical folding)
 

PROVIDER: SKYFOLD  -  PROVIDER NUMBER:  J756     

PROGRAM #: SKY 0003  -  ACOUSTIC SEPARATION USING MOTOR DRIVEN
OPERABLE PARTITIONS  

Takeaways:
     1. Understand the importance of flexible space division
     2. Recognize types of electrically powered partitions
     3. Understand overall acoustics and acoustical ratings and how they are tested
     4. Structural and storage considerations
     5. Basic cost comparisons



PROGRAM #: SKY 0005  -  REVOLUTIONIZING FLEXIBLE SPACE 

Length: 1 hour - Credits: 1 LU Hour - HSW: YES  -  Sustainable: YES
 
Description: In this seminar, design professionals, general contractors, owners or facility managers
will gain a thorough understanding flexible spaces using automated operable partition. We will
compare and contrast three types of partitions, understand the acoustics in flexible spaces and cover
structural needs, cost and life cycles.
 
Takeaways:
     1. Recognize the advantages of automated flexible spaces
     2. Discover types of automated operable partitions
     3. Understand acoustic separation
     4. Identify structural & storage considerations
     5. Compare overall cost implications associated to each type
     6. Differentiate characteristics of each automated operable partition

PROVIDER: SKYFOLD  -  PROVIDER NUMBER:  J756      



PROGRAM #: OPA100  - AUTOMATED PARTITION SYSTEMS

Length: 1 hour - Credits: 1 LU Hour - HSW: YES
 
Description: Review the benefits of space division and flesibility through the use of automated
operable partitions.

PROGRAM #: OP202 - OPERABLE WALL SYSTEMS 

Length: 1 hour - Credits: 1 LU Hour - HSW: YES - Sustainable: YES
 
Description: This program goes beyond the basics of operable partitions addressing layout, operating
clearances, panel construction, and acoustical elements. The intent of this program is to address how
these elements work together and impact the environment in terms of health, safety, and welfare.
 
Takeaways:
1. After completing this program, participants will understand the various panel characteristics and
configurations available for operable wall systems.
2. The different suspension systems available for use.
3. The various types of acoustical seals and how they contribute to desired STC levels.
4. Health and safety as it relates to the moving and fire ratings of operable partitions.

PROVIDER: MODERNFOLD, INC. - PROVIDER NUMBER: H128



Length: 1 hour - Credits: 1 LU Hour - HSW: YES - Sustainable: YES
 
Description: This program explores the use of Movable Glass Partition Systems to facilitate space
management. The program addresses the benefits and features of the various types of glass
partitions including panel construction and acoustical contributions as well as the impact on the
environment and the contribution to green initiatives afforded with movable glass partitions.
 
Takeaways:
1. After completing this program, participants will understand the various panel characteristics and
configurations available for operable wall systems.
2. The different suspension systems available for use.
3. The various types of acoustical seals and how they contribute to desired STC levels.
4. Health and safety as it relates to the moving and fire ratings of operable partitions.

PROGRAM #: OPG333 - MOVABLE GLASS PARTITION SYSTEMS

PROVIDER: MODERNFOLD, INC. - PROVIDER NUMBER: H128


